BEARINGS REGREASERS – GREASE FITTINGS

DW SERIES BEARINGS (MS 27647)

- Extra Wide, Double Row
- Equipped with removable Plya-Seals
- Dimensionally interchangeable with the DW series, the GDW series is lubricatable through holes and a groove in the outer ring.

**EQUIVALENT THRUST LOAD = THRUST + .6 RADIAL LOAD + MOMENT CONSTANT x MOMENT IN INCH-LBS.**

**RETAINER TYPE**

These bearings are not to be used as track rollers, cam follower rolls and the like.

**SINGLE ROW, BALL, DOUBLE SEATS**

**GREASE FITTINGS**

Surface Check fittings of the MS15000 series have spring-loaded ball check in the tip. Conform to MIL-F-3541.

**ACS BEARING REGREASERS**

The ACS bearing regreasers restore bearings, end and pulleys to like-new condition. O-ring in base of regreaser provides positive seal when bearing is secured by the threaded center post. Grease, entering under pressure at the grease fitting, is forced to flow through the bearing, flushing out the old grease and dirt, and recharging the bearing with fresh grease. Available in five sizes, Non-Anodized.

**LUBRICAPS**

These bright red Lubricaps are made of molded rubber and are used as grease fitting covers. The internal lip holds the cap in place and keeps out dirt, sand, and fluids. M-24220 (20% discount for 100/each) P/N 04-01940 ...............$0.48